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yuri is back! the fearsome russian psychic, one of the masterminds behind the soviet attack in the original red alert 2, has developed a new technology
known as the psychic dominator. with this device he plans to control the minds of every man, woman and child on earth. wielding fearsome new weapons and

soldiers, he's taken his own secret army and built them into a devastating attack force, based on psychic ability and cloning technology. play as either the
allied or soviet commander as you attempt to defeat yuri and keep your enemy from turning the tide of battle. the traditional chinese localization is known to
have been developed in the middle-to-late beta stages. it is the only official localization without dubbed cutscenes, instead using a subtitle system which can

be copied and used for other versions of the game. this system would once again be seen in the yuri's revenge expansion pack. the expansion pack yuri's
revenge introduces new units, weapons, tech trees, scenarios and even new achievements. yuri has also decided to bring his army to the us, but it seems he
hasn't taken that as a hint to stop. there are 5 new operations scattered around the world. the expansion pack yuri's revenge introduces new units, weapons,
tech trees, scenarios and even new achievements. yuri has also decided to bring his army to the us, but it seems he hasn't taken that as a hint to stop. there
are 5 new operations scattered around the world. frost 2 and frost 3 are scripted, so it will not add huge new gameplay elements. the frost missions are story

missions that take place after the main storyline. the mission designer will only be able to create these missions if he receives a script.
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